Instant Insights

Intelligence on your products and the universes where you compete, instantly.

**IN BRIEF**

Instant Insights is a dashboard view of your product line-up, with immediate line of sight into how your strategies rank, the dynamics of the universes in which you compete, allocator interest in your products and opportunities in each universe.

**INSTANT VISIBILITY INTO**

- Performance relative to peers
- Universe momentum, with percentage of managers beating the benchmark, percentage capturing new assets and overall net flows in the universe
- The competitiveness of your fees
- Consultant and investor interest in your strategies
- The quantity of potential opportunities in each universe

**HOW THE DASHBOARD WORKS**

eVestment technology structures and surfaces key insights

- Data on 25,000+ individual strategies
- Aggregated data on 650+ universes
- Data on the screening activity of consultants and investors worldwide
- Qualitative data on mandates, consultant ratings and recommendations, extracted from 100,000+ documents

For next-level insights, request an eVestment tour
solutions@evestment.com